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varies
along the equilibrium
orbit
are examined
on the basis of the linear
approximation.
It is shown t,hat if n alternates
rapidly
between
large positive
and large negative
values,
the stability
of both radial
and vertical
oscillations
can be greatly
increased
compared
to conventional
accelerators
in which n is
azimuthally
constant
and must lie between
0 and 1. Thus aperture
requirements
are reduced.
For practical
designs,
the improvement
is limited
by the effects of
constructional
errors;
these lead to resonance
excitation
of oscillations
and
consequent
instability
if 2v, or 2v, or yZ + yZ is integral,
where yZ and pi are the
frequencies
of horizontal
and vertical
betatron
oscillations,
measured
in units
of t,he frequency
of revolution.
The mechanism
of phase stability
is essentially
the same as in a conventional
synchrotron,
but the radial
amplitude
of synchrotron
oscillations
is
reduced
substantially.
Furthermore,
at a “transition
energy”
El = yz. MP the
stable and unstable
equilibrium
phases exchange
roles, necessitating
a jump in
the phase of the radiofrequency
accelerating
voltage.
Calculations
indicate
that the manner
in which this jump is performed
is not very critical.
1. INTRODUCTION

The particles in a circular magnetic accelerator, such as a synchrotron, cyclotron, or betatron, are confined to the vicinity of their equilibrium orbit by magnetic focusing forces. These forces are conventionally obtained by shaping tfhe
magnetic field in such a may that
O<n<l,

(1.1)
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single result.
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accounts
of the theory
of betatron
oscillations,
using somewhat
different
approaches
from ours, may be found in references
9, 13, and 14.
t Work
done under the auspices
of the U. S. Atomic
Energy
Commission.
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where
n. = -(r/B)

(dB/dr)

(1.2)

is t,he field gradient index. Increasing n strengthens the vertical focusing forces
at t,he expense of the radial, while decreasing r~ has the opposite effect; t,he
inequalities (1.1) impose limits on the strengt’h of both focusing forces.
It has been shown (1, 2) that these limitations on the strength of the focusing
forces can be overcome by letting the field gradient vary azimuthally, that, is, by
abandoning t)he axial symmetry that has characterized the fields of accelerators
ill the past (straight secbions in some synchrot,rons,
of course, also represent
some deviation from axial symmet,ry, but, t.his has been more a pert,urbat,ion than
an essential feat,ure). It was shown in reference (2) (hereafter referred to as CLS)
t,hat by letting n in (1.2) alternat,e between large positive and large negative
values at suitable azimuthal intervals, one can obtain focusing forces an order
of magnitude st’ronger than in an accelerator in which (1.1) is satisfied.
In the present paper we shall examine the characteristics
of synchrotrons
incorporating
this “strong-focusing”
or “alternating-gradient”
scheme in more
detail t.hxn was given iu CLS. We are concerued with oscillations of two types:
“betat.ron”
oscillations, whose behavior is governed by hhc properties of t,he
guide field and which are independent, of the accelerating field, and “synchrotron”
owillations
arising from the awelerat~ion process. Considering t#hese problems
separat,ely is justified (3) as loug as the frequency of betntron oscillations is
large compared to that, of synchrotron
oscillations, which is the case here as
well as iu mosb existing synchrotrons.
2. STABILITl-

OF

BETATRON

OSCILLATIC)NS

The chnract>eristics of bet,atron oscillations are essentially t.he same mhethel
the maguet,ic fields are stationary or slowly varying with time. We shall t,herefore assume in this and the following sections that we are dealing with stat,ionary
magnetic fields. The efl’ects of adiabatic variation of parametJers will be discussed in Section 3d.
We consider a magnetic field B(r) which has the property that t’here is a plane
such t,hnt, B at all points of the plane is perpendicular to the plane. This plane is
called the median
pEane, and is taken t.o be horizontal. (In Section -k we shall
abandon this condition of t,he existence of the median plane.) We further assume
t,hat#there is a closed curve in this plane such that a particle of a cert,ain magnetic
rigidity p !c ran move on this curve. We call this curve t,he qdibrium
orbit.
In order to be usable as a guide field for accelerators, the magnetic field must
be such that t,he motion of a particle near the equilibrium orbit is stabk in the
following sense: if a particle, whose momentum is appropriate to t,he given
equilibrium orbit, is start,ed with a small initial displacement and a small initial
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angle from the equilibrium orbit, it will remain near the equilibrium orbit for
all time.
We characterize the position of a point P near the equilibrium orbit by the following set of curvilinear coordinates:
s = the distance along the equilibrium orbit measured from some fixed reference point to that point on the orbit closest to the point P,
I%= the horizontal component of the displacement of P from the equilibrium
orbit (taken to be positive in the outward direction),
z = the vertical component of the displacement.
The motion of a particle near the orbit may be expressed in terms of s as the independent coordinate (see Appendix). If all terms of second and higher orders
in xc, x, and their derivatives are neglected, the equations of motion may be
written in the form
1 - ,n(.s)

d2x
ds”

p2(s)

d2z
-=
ds”

(2.1)

x’,

?l(S)
- __ 2,

(2.2)

P2(S)

where
P(S)

=

pc/eBzb,

(2.3)

0, 0)

is the radius of curvature of the equilibrium orbit. at s, and
n(s)

=

-

PM

afL(s,

B,(s,O,O)

I,

f3.r

0)

py
__-

ZS” =

-pc/e

cm,

dz

(2.4)

is the field gradient at s.
Since the equilibrium orbit is closed, the quantities n(s) and p(s) are periodic
functions of s, and (2.1) and (2.2) are examples of Hill’s equation, i.e., linear
equations with periodic coefficients and without first derivative terms. We write
both equations in the form

where ?Jrepresents either horizontal or vertical displacement, and where K satisfies the periodicity relation
K(s +

C) = K(s).

(2.6)

Here C is the circumference of the equilibrium orbit.
In the alternating-gradient synchrotron the magnet ideally consists of N
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cells” , so that K also satisfies the stronger

L = c/1\-.

K(s + L) = K(s);
At t,his point it
tion (.$I.
The solution of
whether or not K
and its derivative

periodicity
(2.7)

may be useful to review some of the properties

of Hill’s equa-

any linear second order differential equation of t,he form (2.5),
is periodic, is uniquely determined by hhe initial values of !I
7~‘:
Y/(S) = q/(so) + W(so),

(2.8)

Y’(S) = cl/(&l) + dt’(so),

cd
=[yY'(s)
1so)=[: I][;,;;;;I.(2.9)
1=M(s

or, in m:tt,rix not,at,ion,
Y(s)

Y(S”)

The usefulness of the matrix formulat)ion (2.9) arises mainly from t,wo features:
In the first’ place, this formulation clearly separates the properties of the general
solution of the problem from the features characterising any particular solution.
Th:tt is, t.he matrix X(s 1so) depends OF& on the function K(s) between so and s,
and not on the part.icular solution. Secondly, the matrix for any interval made up
of sub-intervals
is just the product’, calculat.ed by the usual rules of matrix mult8iplicxtion, of the matrices for the sub-intervals,
that is,
M(s2 1so) = M(S% I Sl)M(Sl I S”),

(2.10)

as is easily verified.
The deberminant of the matrix M is equal to unity, because t,he equation
does not contain any first derivative terms.
For the particular case of constant R the matrix takes the form

M(soIs)
where + = K”‘(s

cos r#J
[ -K””

k’- l”? sin 4
sin C#J co8 $I

- so). If K is negative a more convenient
M =

where $

=

(- K)““(s

cash $
-(-K)“’

(- IC)-l’”
sinh $

- so). E‘or an interval
R2 =

cash $

1
1
’

\vay of writing

(2.5)

(2.11)
this is

sinh $

’

(2.12)

of lengt,h I in which K = 0,

c1
1

1

0

1.

(2.13)
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For an interval in which K is piecewise constant
appropriate matrices of forms (2.11) to (2.13).
In the periodic systems we are considering
interest are those which characterize the motion
period. We write
M(s) = M(s + L

5

the matrix is the product

of the

here t,he matrices of parkular
of t,he particle t,hrough a whole

1s);

(2.14)

this is the matrix for passage through one period, st*arting from s. Its elements
are periodic functions of s 1vit.h period L. The matrix for passage bhrough one
revolution is then
M(s + NL 1s) = [M(s)]“,
and that for passage through Ii revolutions is [M(s)]“‘.
In order for the motion t,o be stable as defined above, it is necessary and sufficient that all the elements of the mat’rix MNk remain bounded as k increases indefinitely. To obtain the condition for this, we consider t’he eigenvalues of the
matrix M(s), that is, those numbers X for which t’he characteristic
matrix eyuat,ion
MI- = XI’
(2.15)
possesses nonvanishing
minantal equation

solutions.

The eigenvalues are the solutions

of the deter-

/ ill - XI 1 = 0,

(2.16)

x” - x (a + (1) + 1 = 0,

(2.17)

or, more fully,

where we have made use of the fact that Det M = ad - bc = 1. If we writ,e

COH/.i = >i Tr M = ;.i (a + d),
the two solutions

(2.18)

of (2.17) are
X = cos p f

i

sin I* = 8”.

The quantity p will be real if 1CI + d j
la+clj
> 2.
Let us now assume that 1a + d 1 # 2.
in a form which exhibits the eigenvalues
define cos p by (2.18), and define a, /3, and

5 2, and imaginary

(2.19)
or complex

if

Then the matrix M may be written
and ot,her properties explicitly. We
y by

a - d = 2ff sin p,
b

= /3 sin p,

c

= --ysinp;

(2.20)

the condition

Det RI = 1 becomes
py - a2 = 1.

(2.21)

We resolve the ambiguity of t,he sign of sin p by requiring /3 to
/ cos p 1 < 1 and by requiring sin p to be positive imaginary if
The definition of p is still ambiguous to the est,ent t,hat8any multiple
added to p without changing the matrix. This ambiguity will be
The matrix M may now he written as
iv =

cos p + a sin p
[ -7

where I is the unit matrix,

1
P
[-y-a!
1

/3 sin p

sin j.4

be positive if
/ cos p 1 > 1.
of 2n may he
resolved later.

= I cos p + ,J sin ~1 (2.22)

cos j4 - a sin p
and
J=

a

is a matrix wi-ith zero trace and unit determinant,
J’

=

satisfying

-I.

(2.24)

It should he noted that’ t’he trace of PII, and therefore CL,is independent
reference point s. For, by virtue of (2.10), we have for any s1 and sg
M(S? + L [ s1) = M(ss)M(s*

(2.23)

/ Sl) = ilI(sr 1sml(s*),

of the
(2.25)

so t,hat
M(S.2) = l&s:! / sl)Nl(s~)[x(sr

j sp.

(2.26)

Thus XI(Q) and M(s,) are related hy a similarity transformation,
and therefore
have the same tjrnce and the same eigenvalues. On the other hand, the matrix
XI(s) as a whole does depend on the reference point s. Thus the elements (Y, 0, y
of t,he matrix .J are functions of s, periodic with period L.
Because of (2.25), the combination I COHp + .J sin p has properties similar to
those of the caomplex exponential eiP = cos p + i sin pee;in particular, it is easily
seen t,hat, for any 111and ~2
(I cos ,.Q + .J sin pl) (I cos pz + J sin &

= I cos(pr + pz) + J sin(pl + &.

(‘2.27)

The /<th power of t’he mat’ris hi is thus
11” = (I cos p + .I sin P)~ = I cos kp + .J sin kp,

(2.28)

and the inverse is
1’1I’ = I cos p - J sin k.

(2.29)
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It follows from (2.28) t,hat if p is real the matrix elements of &I” do not increase indefinitely with increasing 1; but rather oscillate; on the other hand, if
p is not, real, cos /<cl and sin 1;~ increase exponentially, and therefore the matrix
elements do the same. Therefore the motion is stable if /L is real, i.e., if J a + d 1 <
2, and unstable if / a + d / > 2.
In conventional circular accelerators, k’(s) is constant, = n/R" for ver&ll
and (1 - n)/RY for horizontal oscillations, and L = 2aR. Thus
EL.c= 2741 -

Pl)‘i”,

pz = 27rn”“,
and the stability condition reduces to the well-known
inequality (1.1). If 1~
equal straight sections of length I are introduced, the matrix for a unit cell is
(2.11) multiplied by (‘L.lS), and
(x31)

as is well known (5).
In alternaklg gradient synchrotrons (1, 2) the simplest magnet arrangement
is t,hat of CLS:
p = const = RF
(2.32)

(The not,ation here is slightly different from that of CLS.)
In this casethe matrix for one period is t’he product of (2.11) and (2.12). C:omputing its trace we find, for vertical oscillations,

where
C#I*= ml”/N

and +Z = ~n112/A~,

and for horizontal oscillations,
cos /.tcc,
= cos & cash fiL -

2 - nl + n?
sin 4~~sinh 1+4~, (2.33)
[(nz + l)(Q - 1)]1’2

where
& = r(n2 + l)l”/N

and tiZ = =(Q - l)‘/“/~.
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If nl >> 1 and n2 >> 1, (2.X) is obtained from (2.33) by interchanging ~1~and
E%, and t.he stability criteria depend only on nJLVy and n2jN’. Bot,h modes are
stable provided r~l/N” and nJN’
lie within the “necktie”
shaped region of Fig. 1.
3. ~4MI’LITUDES

OF

BETATROK

OSCILLATIONS

The motivat~ion for proposing the alternating gradient configurnt.ion for the
magnetic guide field in accelerators was the expectation that the effective focusing forces would be much stronger than in t’he corresponding
conventional accelerators, leading to oscillations of smaller amplitudes around the equilibrium
orbit, and consequent’ly smaller aperture requirement,s. In t,his se&ion we shall
first give this statement a precise meaning, and then investigate its validit,y
quantitatively.

ALTERNATIKG-GRADIENT

(a)

PHASE--AMPLITUDE

FORM

OF
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SOLUTIOS

We may attempt to find solutions of Hill’s equation (2.5) which have t,he form
tJl(S) = w(s)P,

(3.1)

where, for the moment’, we impose no particular conditions on the functions U:
and $. It is easily verified by substitution that, if w and J, satisfy

(3.2)
and
$’ = 1
wP’

(3.3)

then ZJ~
as defined by (3.1) is indeed a solution, as is
y*(s) = W(S)e-y

(3.4)

and that y, and ~2are linearly independent. Therefore any solution of (2.5) is a
linear combination of y1 and y2 . We can therefore write the matrix M(s2 ( SJ
in t,erms of the solutions yl and ti or, what, amounts to t,he same thing, in terms
of t.he funct.ions w and #. We obt,ain
M(s2 1 Sl) =
We

- cos $ - w2wl’ sin # ,

wlw2 sin $

Wl

- 1+

W1Wl’WZW2’

WlW2

i

sin+ - (2

- 2)

costi,

2 cos fi + wlwi sin #

1
(““)

where 9 stands for #(sz) - +(a), w1for w(sJ, etc.
We now consider the case where s? - s1is just one period of K(s), i.e., sz sl = L. The matrix M is then identical with the matrix (2.22)‘. If we now require
that w(s) be rt periodic function of s, then w1 = wz and wl’ = wpr, and t,he forms
(3.5) and (3.22) are ident,ical provided we make the identifications
#(sz) - G(a) = P,

(3.6)

w2 = p,

(3.7)

ww’ = -cY,

(3.8)

from which follows automatically

1 + (ww’)2 _ 1 + cl2_ y.
W2

1 We

again

exclude

the

case

where

P

1cos

p 1 = fl

This identification is legitimate if we can show that $“--which
periodic-satisfies
the differential equat’ion (3.2) and that

is, of course,

0’ = -2a.

(3.10)

To prove t,his, consider the matrix for the transformation
s + L + A. This matrix is, by (2.26),
M(s + ds) = X(s
For. infinitesimal

+ rls 1s)RI(s)

[M(s + fls / s)J-‘.

(3.11)

~1.9,
M(s

+ ds 18) =

(3.12)
[iii(,)

Subst,ituting

from s + ds to

ds

3.

(3.12) and (2.22) in (3.11) we find

$1~~+ ds)= nq.9)+

(Kp -

[ -2Ka

7) sin p -20( sin p
sin P

- (k’p - -y> sin P

,
1ds

(3.13)

so tha.t (3.10) is indeed valid, and furthermore
(3.11)
and
y’ = 2K(u.

(3.15)

With t,he aid of (3.10) and (3.14) it is easily verified that jj’!” does indeed sat’isfy
(X2), and is therefore a periodic solution of that equation. Sow (3.7) and (3.8)
are justified, while (3.6) becomes the very importantfl relation
Y=

L ds
s 0 p’

(X.16)

(3.16) may be regarded as the definition of I*. It is consistent with the previous
definition (2.18), but has the advantage of being unambiguous, while (2.18) only
defines p modulo 2~.
If we consider an accelerator of circumference C = NL with N identical wit
cells, the phase cahange per revolution is, of course, Np. A useful number is

as
Ncc
1 8s+c
y=-=~P
23r
2r s

(Xii)

this is the number of betatron oscillation wavelengths in one revolution. (In the
European literature on accelerators this number is often denoted by Q.) A useful
interpretation
of v is as the frequency of betatron oscillations measured in units
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of the frequency of revolution; we shall generally refer to Y simply as the frequency of oscillations.
The two particular solutions u1 and y2 may now be written as
(3.18)
where

ds) = 1;

(4.19)

is :I function which increases by 2~ every revolut,ion, and whose derivat.ive ia
periodic. The general solution of (2.5) is
y(s) = up

cos[v+(s) + 61,

(3.20)

where a and 6 are arbitrary constants. This is a pseudo-harmonic oscillation with
varying amplitude p”“(s) and varying instantaneous wavelength
x = 24s).

(3.21)

Incidentally, the relation (3.21) bekeen the amplitude and t.he wavelengt,h is
formally just the same as in the WKB solution of the problem of the harmonic
oscillator with varying wavelength; however, t’he relation between the wavelength and the parameters of the differential equation is not as simple as in t,he
WBB problem.
In the treat,ment given here it has been tacitly assumed that p(s) never
vanishes, so that, there are no singularities or ambiguities in the integral s ds/p.
This is the case when the motion is stable, i.e., when 1cos p 1 < 1. For t,hen (Y,
8, and y are renl and finite; it then follows from (2.21) that. fl (and y) camlot
vanish. In t,he unstable case (1 cos ~1/ > 1, /3 imaginary) the solutions can still
be written in the form (3.18), but appropriate conventions have to be specified
for integrating around the zeros of p(s). On the boundary between stable and
unstable regions (1 cos p 1 = 1) the t’reatment given here breaks down akogether.
We do not, propose to treat, the unst,able and boundary casesin detail here.
(b)

ADMITTAXCE

From the form (3.20) of t,he solution of the equation of motion it follows t,hat
the quantity
(3.22)
is constant, independent of s. Therefore the largest displacement is attained
where /3 has it,s maximum value.
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In a given accelerator, the motion is restricted by the walls of the vacuum
chamber, or other obstructions,
to a certain region around the equilibrium orbit,
let us day to / 711 < a. Then all particles whose initial conditions are such that
IV < IV0 = g
111
d\
will perform oscillations that remain within the vacuum chamber. Pollowing
Sigurgeirsson
(6), we define the admittance
of the system as the area of that,
region of (g, v’) phase space for which a.ny particles injeckd with inibiul values
within the region will remain within the vacuum chamber. This area is evidently
the area of the ellipse (3.22), with It7 = TV, , that. is,
.4 = admittance = aa”//3,naX.

(3.23)

It is therefore desirable to design an accelerator with as small a value of /3,,L:,X
as
possible. The advantage of the alternat,ing-gradient design is precisely that
LX can be made smaller than in a conventional awelerator of the same radius.
From (3.19) we seethat, if /3(s) were constant, it would be equal to

/3 = CliLav = R/v,

(3.24)

where K = Clj2a is the mean radius of t,he awelerator. In the general case,
the maximum value of fl will exceed p by some factor, which we call the “form
factor”
F = ?mx/Pav = 4naxI’R.

(3.25)

The form factor P can generally he kept fairly small (say about 1.5), and therefore the admittance of an alternat’ing gradient machine is mainly governed by the
oscillation frequency v.
In conventional accelerators I = n*” for vertical and (1 - n.)lis for horizontal
oscillations; both these frequencies are less than 1. In alternating gradient accaelerntorswe can make v large, thus achieving a larger admitkmce for a gi\ren
apert,ure or alternatively a smaller aperture for a given admittance.
It follows from (3.20) that the maximum r~at, any particular s is proportional
t#o6”‘. Therefore, if t#hevacuum chamber semiaperture a is constant all around
the machine, t.he particles will reach the walls only where p = /3n,:,x; elselvhere
t,hey will only atkn a maximum amplit’ude

This makes it permissible to insert structures within the aperture of the vacuum
chamber without reducing the space available to the beam-provided these
structures are placed where p < Prnaz, and are close enough t’o the walls.

.ILTE:ItNATISG-GRAI)IEST
(c)

APPROXIMATE

1s

SYS('HILOTKOh-

CALCULATIONS

The general solution of Hill’s equation

2 + K(s)y = 0
is characterized

by the amplitude

(2.5)

function
w(s)

= p”‘(s),

(3.26)

which is periodic in s wit,h the same period C as K(s).
for obtaining p(s) and
y=-

We wish to find a method

1 ’ ds
27r s0 -F

(3.19)

approximately
in the case where /3(s) does not fluctuate very much about its
mean value.
Equations (3.12) to (3.14) can be combined to yield a single third-order differential equation for /3;
p”’ + 4zcp + 2k”p
The amplitude funct.ion p(s) is that particular
and is normalized so that
0-y - CY’?= ,l.&j”

= 0.

solution of (3.27) which is periodic,

- ?;@‘” + k;a” = 1.

[Equation (3.28) has three linearly independent solutions;
general, the squares of the normal solutions of (2.5).]
We now write
h’(s)

(X2T)

= 1&g(s)

(3.28)

the other two are, in

(3.29)

and
P = a[1 + Efl(S) + c-fs(s) + . . .I,

(3.30)

that is, we regard the focusing function K(s) as “small” in some sense, and hope
to obtain the deviation from constancy of the amplitude function p(s) as a power
series in the smalhiess parameter E.
Substituting
in (3.27) we obtain the recursion relation
fn”’

= -2fLg

- fn-IS’

(3.31)

where me must impose the condition that fn is periodic and has zero mean value.
It is not entirely obvious that this periodicity condition can be met,. It is
necessary for this that the right hand side of (3.31) be a periodic function with
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zero mean. We can prove by induction that this is the case. For n = 1, we have,
from (3.31),
Jf ,,I =-g’.
(3.32)
Since g’ is the derivative of a periodic function, it has zero mean, and therefore
(3.33) can be solved for fi . We may now write (3.32) in the form
f/”

= -2(fr,-1s)’ - (fn-lfij”’

+ XCfl-lfI’)’

+ .clfl

C3.33)

so that the mean value is
(fn”‘) = + ifh”l.fi).

(3.34)

We now note that, for any r aud s,
(fr”%) = (Kl.L+1).

(3.35)

l’his relation may be verified by using t,he recursion relation (3.31) for .fi” and
integrating by parts. Applying (3.35) t,o (3.34) ‘rz - 2 times we fiud
(fZfi>

= (flyd).

(3.36)

011the other hand, a straightforward triple part,ial integrat.ion yields
(fZf1)

= -(fly-d.

(:3x)

Therefore (jy:J,)
= 0, and (5.31) has a periodic solution.
We nox choosethe normalizing ron&nt so that. (3.28) is s:atisfied. Thus, from

(:kioj,

Expanding (3.38) in a power seriesin E, and making use of the relations satisfied
by the funct’ions j-r‘ , we obtaiu

Thus we have obtained the amplitude function and the frequency of oscillation in terms of int,egrals derived from t#hefocusing function g(s). The procedure
gi.ven here is particularly useful when E1,fi 1is small; so that t,he amplitude function B(s) is uearly const,ant.
T’p to the second order in t our result is identical with t,hat obtained from the
“smoot,h approximation” given by Symon (7). It has the advantage t,hat it is
easy to see horn to obt’ain higher approximations.
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The first term in (3.39) is the focusing or defocusing effect of the mean restoring force S; t’he second term shows that fluctuations about the mean value
will always produce an additional focusing term. In alternating-gradient accelerators the first term is generally small or zero, and t,he focusing is mainly
obtained from the second term.
As an example, consider the CLS configuration (2.32), with tg = 2n;R’.
In this case we obt’ain from the first two terms of (3.39)

(3.40)
This is precisely what is obtained by expanding the left hand side of (2.~3) in a
power seriesin p3 and the right hand side in a power seriesin nl and n2 , ignoring
terms of higher than second order in nl and nr or fourth order in pZ , and noting
that v = Nw/2a.
(d)

ADIABATIC

IDAMPING

As the particle is accelerated, its massand velocity increase. Furthermore, the
shape of the magnetic field may change (for example, because of saturation
effects) and, therefore, its focusing properties will change. It is, therefore, desirable to investigate what happens to the amplitude of oscillations under these
circumstances.
The effect of the increase in massand velocity is the same as in conventional
circular accelerations, namely, a damping of the amplitude proportional to p”‘,
where p is the momentum of the particle (8). The interesting question is: What
happens when the focusing properties of the field change slowly, that is when,
the matrix 12 changes slowly from one unit cell t’o the next?
Suppose we have
I-r;+1 = Mt Yk )

(3.11)

Elk+2= Mk+117k+1= (MI, + tm)IIk+l .

(3.42)

We want to find an invariant, i.e., a quadratic form t: whose coefficient matrix V can be calculated from the matrixes M and m, such that
rTk+l = C!e)

(3.43)

except for terms of second and higher order in 6. Here Vk+l must be obtained
from the elements of Mm+1by the same prescription by which Vk is obtained
from MI, .
Let us define, for any 2 X 2 matrix M, its “conjugate”
(3.44)
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Then M + Ii$ = Tr M and MI% = Det M; if M is unimodular,
The invariant W [Eq. (3.22)] may he mrit’ten

EI equals M-‘.

(3.45)
\vhere V. is t’he matrix
Ir” = S(M - 3)

(3.46)

and

[ 1
0

S=

-1

1

We, therefore,

expect, the adiabatic

(3.47)

0’

inI-ariant

to be of the form

Fk = [Ii, ) V,Yk],

(3.48)

with
Vk = a&(M,:

- 21;) + &(b

- 6)],

Vk+l = (a + CY~)S[Mk - 3Ik + e(m - m) + e(b - b)]
The invariance

(3.49)

condit’ion lT,+r = UA. leads, if terms of order E’ are neglected, t,o

CY(M - SI) + a%(m

- m)M

where we have left out the subscript
The solution of (3.50) is

+ xI(b

- b)M

-

(b - 6) = 0,

(3.50)

1;.

(3.51)
and
(3.52)
where we have made use of the fact that both M and M + em are unimodular
and, therefore, rn% + Mm = 0.
It follows from (3.51) that t,he adiabat,ic invariant is

v=L

sm II

S[M -

$1 + e(b - h)];

this equals 2W as defined by (3.18) except for t,he smell correction
&(b

- b)/sin

,.L

Thus, to lowest

order in c,

CT = ry2 + 2cqy’ + pg” + t
E’, S(b - 6) I
2 sin p [

1 (3.54)

is an adiabatic invariant as the focusing fields change slowly, and the amplitude
as flmaxl”. Combining this result, with the amplitude
I’,,,,, varies approximately
variation proportional
t.0 p-l” arising from acceleration, we have the result:
As the energy and t,he focusing field change, the amplitude of oscillation varies
as

1. EFFJSCTS

OF IMAGNET

IMPERFECTIOSS

In an actual magnet the fields will differ somewhat, from the ideal design.
Therefore a particle which originally starts out on the ideal equilibrium orbit
will, in general, not stay exact’ly on that orbit but will deviate from it. The magnet
is still usable for an accelerator provided the following requirements are met at
all times during the acceleration cycle:
(1) There exists a closed orbit., the “displaced equilibrium orbit”, which t.he
particle can follow, and which is located well within the aperture of the machine.
(2) Oscillations about this displaced equilibrium orbit are stable.
l

(a) DISPLACEMEST

OF EQUILIBKIDM

ORBITS

Let y be the displacement-horizontal or vertical-from
the ideal equilibrium
orbit. Then the equation of mot’ion of the particle is of t,he form

(4.1)
where we have neglected nonlinear terms, and where F(s) is a measure of the
deviation of the field on the ideal orbit from it.s ideal value:

F(s) = *g .

(4.2)

Here Bp is t,he magnetic rigidit)y of the particle, and AB = B, for vertical oscillat,ions and AB = B, - B. for radial oscillations, both measured on the ideal
orbit.
The inhomogeneousequation (4.1) may be solved in terms of the solutions of
t,he homogeneous equation (2.5), which are

(4.3)
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We assume that the homogeneous solut’ion is known,
t.ion /3(s).
We now introduce the new variables

i.e., that, we know t,he func-

7 ZT py,

(4.4)

Q=j$.

(4.5)

I-sing the rclat.ions (3.12) to (3.14), the differential

equation

transforms

to

!& + “‘,, = V2$‘2F(S).
The forcing term on the right hand side can he regarded as a function of the new
independent variable 4, periodic with period 2a in + corresponding t,o t,he period
C in s. We have thus reduced the problem of the forced oscillations of Hill’s
eyuat,ion to t#he forced oscillations of a harmonic oscillat,or.
The periodic solution of (4.6) is

’
d4)
=2 s4+2*
sin 7w

f(#> (‘OS v(a + 9 - fi) dfi,

4

(4.7)

where ,f(#) = p”l”F(s). Thus the dinplacement~ of the closed orbit becomes infinite (in the linear approximation)
when v is integral, i.e., when the perturbing
force (which is necessarily periodic with tfhe period of the circumference)
is in
resonance with the free betat’ron oscillations. Since small field deviations are
unavoidable, the magnet must be designed so t,hat v is not integral for either
mode.
Corresponding to the invariant W of Se&on 3 we have the quantity
IT($) = T2 + (?+)2

= yy2 + 2ay/

+ /!31/‘“.

(4.8)

From (4.7) we see that
Jq+)
Another
Let

-

v’)
j44 sin? TV 4

useful formulation
f(4)

j

4+2a
4

f($)f(x)

cos v(lj/ -

xl d+ dx.

of the problem is in terms of Fourier
= @“F(s)

.fk = & 12r f(de-““4

= T fkezki,

d+ = b&V l’

@‘2F(S)e-i”4

(4.9)

components.
(4.10)

&

(4.1 I)
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Then the periodic solution of (4.6) is
(4.12)
This formulation clearly exhibits the resonance properties of the solution. We
see that the orbit is most sensitive to those Fourier components of the perturbation whose order is close to the free oscillation frequency Y, and that the Fourier
components must be taken with respect to the phase variable 4 rather than the
geometrical variable s.
In pract,ice we usually do not know the perturbing function F(s) in detail, but
know some of its statistical characteristics.
In that case n-e can make statistical
assertions about t,he equilibrium orbit. Consider, for example, a machine made of
111magnets, wit’h a field error AB, at the position of the ideal equilibrium orbit
in t’he r-th magnet’ (assumed constant throughout t’hat magnet,). Let us define
(4.13)
where xv-ealso assume that> K(s) = K, is constant in the magnet; furthermore we
assume that all magnets have the same absolute value of K. The significance of
Ayr is that, it is that displacement from the ideal posit,ion of the magnet which
will just cause a field error AB, , regardless of whether the error is actually caused
by a magnet displacement or by an error in the intrinsic characterist,ics of t,he
magnet. Assume further that t,he errors in different magnets are uncorrelat,ed,
and that the mean square error is
(A$),,.

= 6’.

(4.14)

We now consider the expect’at,ion value of the amplitude of t)he displaced
equilibrium orbit in an ensemble of machines having errors as described. The
quantity 1’ defined by (4.9) is a convenient measure of the square of the amplitude. Its expectation value is
(IT($)).%” = 4&Tv

JytzT

/ymt2= (f($)f(x))

cos v($ - x) cl+ dx.

(4.15)

Since, by hypothesis, errors in different magnets are uncorrelated, (f(+)!(x))
= 0
unless $ and x lie within the same magnet. Let us assume that the length of the
individual magnets is small compared to the wave length of betatron oscillations,
i.e., small compared to @. Then the factor cos v($ - x) can be replaced by unity
when fi and x are in the same magnet, f can be replaced by its value at the cent,er
of the magnet, namely fi3”KAy, and the interval of 4 corresponding to the magnet, is L/v@, where L is the length of the magnet. Thus t’he contribution
of t,he
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in (4.15) is
K2L2P,(Ay,)2
v2
-.

(4.16)

The fluctuatious in A!/ from magnet to magnet are assumed uncorrelated; hence
we may average & and Ay,” separately in averaging (4.16). The mean value of
pr is very nearly R/v [see Eq. (3.24)]. The length of a magnet is B?rpjX, where p
is t’he radius of curvature in the magnets (p is less t,han R if t,here are field-free
sections het’ween the magnets). Furthermore,
K = fnlp’?. Therefore
(4.17)
The amplitude

of oscillat,ions is given by I’ = (@I’)““.

Again

replacing

/3 by

R/v, we find for the mean square amplit’ude
(4.18)
I?or the design of an accelerator it is desirable to have an e&mate, not just of
the mean square amplitude, but of the largest amplitude that can reasonably
be expected. It has been shown by Liiders (9) that the higher moments of the
distribuGon of 1’” satisfy
(17’k)a~v =

Ii!

((I”)]”

(4.19)

for k << M. It follows that Y’ has an exponential distributiou
(corresponding to
a Rayleigh distribut,ion in t,he amplitude Y). Thus the probabilit,y that, I’” exceeds
fou.r times the mean value (4.18) is about, ee4 = 0.03. It is thus safe to assunie
that, with 98 % probability, the displacement, of t,he closed orbit will be less than

(4.20)
times the root meau square equivalent displacement, of the individual magnet,
where F is the form factor defined by (3.25).
For the 30-Rev machine now under construction
at Rrookharen,
we have
R = 421 ft, p = 280 ft, 1n / = 360, JI = 240, = 8.75, F”’ = I .25, so that the
multiplication factor P equals 36. Thus if the errors in placement of the individual
ma,gnets are random and unrorrelated with rms displacement of, say, 0.03 inch,
the resulting equilibrium orbit is unlikely to deviate by more t,han 0.72 iuch.
If we consider machines with different values of n and M but similar configurations of the unit period, we note that the phase shift p per period depends only
on n/N’, and that, v = Np/27r [Eq. (3.17)]. Let US assume that the parameters
are varied so as to keep n/N” constant, and also so as to keep M//&V (the number
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of magnets per unit cell) and p/R (the fraction of the circumference occupied by
magnets) constant. Also adjust 12in each case so that sin XV has the same value.
Then n varies as N”, v varies as N, M varies as N, and F is constant; thus the
factor P increases proportional to N”” or rL114.This is in contrast with the amplitude factor for free oscillations which, as we saw in Section 3, decreases with
increasing R.
This leads to a fundamental limit’ation on the strength of focusing that is
practicable. The parameters of a machine have to be chosen so as to strike a
compromise between the decreased aperture requirements
for free betatron oscillations and the increased orbit deviations arising from errors in magnet placement. The very large values of 7~ and v proposed in our original paper (9) appeared feasible only because at the time of writing that paper we were not sufficiently aware of the import’anre of the effects of magnet errors.
(b)

ERRORS

IX

FIELD

~;RADIEXTS

The distribution of field gradients along the equilibrium orbit may also deviate
from the ideal-due
to variations in length of the individual magnet sectors, in
magnet gap dimensions, in iron properties, etc. As a result the periodicity condition
K(s + C/N)
is not exactly satisfied. However,

= K(s)

the weaker

periodicity

K(s + C) = K(s)

(2.7)
relation
(2.6)

remains valid. The stability and amplitude considerations of sections 2 and 3 still
apply, but the unit cell that must be considered is the whole revolution rather
than the Nth part of it, as in the ideal machine.
The matrix for the transformation
about one revolution is still of the form
(2.23). It may be written as the product of the individual-no
longer quite
identical-unit
cell matrices:
(3.21)
where
?tli = I

cos

,~i + Ji sin pi

(4.22)

is the matrix for the ith unit cell.
The stability condition is again
1Tr M / 5 2.
In a perfect machine, Tr M = 2 cos(Np),

(4.23)

where p is the phase shift for one unit

cell. If the imperfections are small, the matrix for t’he actual machine will differ
only slightly from that for the perfect case; t,herefore the perturbations
can
cause (4.23) to be violated only if cos(Np) is near + 1 or - 1, that is, if v = N~/B?r
is near an integral or half-integral value. Inbegrnl values of v, as we have seen,
already lead to difficulties because of large deviatjions of t)hc equilibrium orbit;
thus the main practical effect of gradient errors is t’o introduce iwtnbilit,y in the
vicinit,y of half-integral values of V.
Another effect of the gradient. errors will be t,o :&er t.he :tmplitude function
/3(s), and therefore the form factor F defined by (3.25) and the admitt,ance of
the system, even when stability is preserved.
To invest,igate these effects quantitat,ively,
WC writ,e the equat’ion of oscillation
nbout, the actual equilibrium orbit in the form
(4.24)
where K,(S) is the focusing function for a perfect machine [snt,isfying the strong
periodicity relation (2.7)], and k(s) [sabisfying only the weak periodkity
relat,ion
(Z.ti)] is t,he perturbation.
Suppose the solution for the perfect, case (A, = 0) is
known, and t.hat the nx1t.G
for one complete revolution in t.he perfect wse is

--y(s)
-a(s)
1* (4.25)
ff(s)

M,(s)

= I ros pu + J(s) sin pO : *J(S) =
L

B(s)

Consider now a short interval of length rr’sl near sl . Its contribution
matrix MO is, in the limit5 Kcl”‘dsl << 1, 1

dsl-

mn =

(4.33
i -K,(.s,)

while its contribution

t,o the

t’o t,he :wtu:il

matrix

flSl

I _

i::

1

m =

(4.27)

If k were different from zero only in the interval dsl , the actual matrix would be
obtained from Xl,,(s) by replacing tbe rontributjion (4.26) by (4.27), that, is, by
multiplying iVn(sl) on t#heleft, by
(4.25)
lnln-l

=

[

li(Sl)

Carrying out t#hemultiplicat,ion, we find

(j,Q

:]

'
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Thus the error k in t’he interval d.sl contributes -P(sl)k(s,)
sin po .d.sl to the trace
of the matrix. Adding the contributions
from errors k(s) over the whole rircumference we obt’ain
A(cos p) zz and the frequency

?$!!

oc P(Md
s

(4.30)

ds,

shift is
Av

=

;$

zz

-

A(cos /L)
I
’
,8(&2(s)
2a sin p0 = G s 0

(4.31)

ds.

The expressions (4.30) and (-l.31) are only first approximations,
since terms of
second and higher orders in k are neglected. When sin pa is near zero the second
order approximation
must be considered. If there is an error /c(a) dsl near s1
and k(sZ) dsz near ss , t,he matrix at s1 is
(4.32)
where A is the matrix of the unperturbed
from s2 to sI + C. We may write
M(sJ

= MO(Q) -

system from s1 to sg , and B the matrix

(RBA)k(sJ

dsl

(BR;2)k(sJdsz

+ (RBRA)k(s~)k(s~)

dsldsz ,

R=[001

where

(1.33)

(4.34)

10’

The trace of M(Q) is

2 cos p = 2 cos p. - (/cl& dsI + k2p2 dsz) sin p. + B,,AIzlcIkz dsldsz ,

(G5)

where we have written k1 for l<(a), etc.
From (3.5) we obtain
Alz = (PI/32)1’2sin Y(& - &),
Bu = (P&I”
Substituting

in (1.35) and integrating,

sin /do
cos p - cos po = - __
’ k(s)/?(s)
2 s0
+;l’dsl/’

(4.36)

sin ~(27r - $2 + &) = (p&JII”

s1

sin[Mo -

Y(& - &)I.

we find
ds

dsdd$31P2 sin Y(+Z - $1) sin

(x37)
[PO

- ~($2 -

&I.
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We are nobv in a position to find the width of R stopban.d, i.e., the width of that
range of Y = plo/2n over which 1cos p 1 > I. Consider the case where v is nearly
integer:
v=p+c,
with p an integer and E small. Then, to second order in E.
Sill

p,,

=

2m;

cos

p”

=

I

-

“7r’t”.

We neglect terms of higher than the second order in E and 1; combined. Therefore
v in the arguments
of the sines in the double integral in (5.37) may be replaced
hp p, h by 2ap, and t,he integral over the triangular region
c
c
ds1
ds:!
s0
s s1
ecluals half the integral

over t,he square region
c
c
dsz .
dsl
s0
I’0

Writing the sine full&ions
some manipulat~ion,

in t,erms of caomples esponent,i:da

we okknin,

.JoZ),

cosp

after
(1.x3)

where, for any 71,
.I, =
Solving for cos p -

“c p(s)k(s)Fi’i+(L)
s

ds.

(4.38)

1 = 0, we find
(4.40)

so t’hat the width

of the st’opband is

I

c @(s)qs)pd(s)ds
The derivat,ion for half-int,egral
mit)h the result,

st,opbands

(v = p + 12) is exactly

&) _ I J&v+1 I .
27r

(4.41)
analogous

(4.422)

We may express t,hese integrals in t,erms of the phase angle + as t,he independent

variable, with

Thus

(4.43)
is 2av times the nt.h exponential Fourier component of ,f?li:,and the results of this
section are :
shift of frequency [Eq. (4.31)]
Au = +$~@‘k)~ ;
width

(4.44)

of stopband

6v = v / (/?l&” 1.

(4.45)

Beat Factors
The amplitude function p(s) will also be modified by gradient errors, and its
maximum value, which determines the admittance of the system and also the
expected peak deviations of the closed orbit due to field errors, will in general be
larger in an imperfect machine than in a perfect one. Because the amplitudes of
both free and forced oscillations, and hence aperture requirements,
are proportional to /3l”, it is desirable that the actual maximum value of @exceed the ideal
maximum by as small a factor as possible.
We define the “beat factor”
G = [p(actual)/p(ideal)lI,,,

(4.46)

for a machine in which the actual function /3(s) differs from the ideal one because
of gradient errors.
To obtain the change in /3 at some particular azimuth s1 we again consider
first the contribution from the error k(sz) in an interval ds2 at s2 . This is obtained
from the matrix (4.33) with I;, = 0:
iM(sd

= Mo(sd

= BRA/i&)

ds:,
(4.47)

The (12) element of M(sJ,

which is what determines

flJ12(SJ = fil,s” - R12A&S2)
= PI sin PO -

8&

p, is, by (4.X),

dsa

sin v(h - 4J sinho -

v(& - &)]k(s2)

ds2.

(4.48)

Integrat.ing

over sq , we obtain

AM&l)

= --PI /--I+’

dszX& sin Y(& - &) sin[pO - Y(& -

Q].

Rut
Anllz = A(0 sin p) = Ap sin p,, + @I cos po.Ap.

01s31+c

Using (4.31) we solve for A/3, obtaining
A/3 = ~
2 sin /*o s1

x.(sJp(s2)

co!: 2v(7r + 42 - 95,) dS?

(4.49)

+1+2a
=-

VP1

lip’

(‘OS

2v(?r

+

I$ -

41)

d$,

(4.50)

s +,

2sinm

where we have changed to the phase + = s rls/vfi as t(he independent) variable.
lkom (4.50) it, is easily verified that, the fractional change in /3 satisfies the differential equation
(4.51)
which is very similar in form t,o t,he equation (4.6) wtisfied by t,he displaced
equilibrium orbit, but with 2v rather than v as t’he frequency of free oscillations.
We may again solve (4.51) by Fourier analysis: we hnve

(4.52)
where J, is just the int,egral given by (4.30). Then t)he periodic solut,ion of (4.51)
is

(4.53)
which
tude
K(s),
finit,e
(4X),

is, of course, equivalent, t,o (4.50). The form (4.53) shows that the amplifunction is most sensitive to those harmonic components of t,he error in
or rather in @K(s), whose order is nearest to 2v, and that it bccon~cs inwhen 2~ approaches an int,eger. If we (Aonsider only the leading term in
i.e., that value of p which is closest to ‘)v,
- we have npprosim:~tely

Ab
-=P

1J, 1 cos(p+ + 6)
47r(v - p/2)

’

(4.54)

where 6 is a phase angle. Since the width of the stopbxnd at) v = p/2 is just
produced by the errors is re1 .I, j/‘&r [Eq. (4.3-l)], we see t,hat the beat f&or

27
lated to the width

of t’he nearest atophand

produced

by them:

(sv) p
G = 1 + (A/3//3),,,:,, = 1 + .,
d(V - p/2)’
where (6v), is the width
the stopband.
Eflect of Radom

(4.55)

of t’he stopband at p/2, and v - p/2 is the distance from

E’rrors

hs an example, we again consider the form the foregoing effects take when the
errors in n(s) or K(s) are randomly distributed in M magnets, with no correlation between the errors in different magnets. We have the following root mean
square ensemble averages for all orders p small compared to JI:
& ( / J, / >m =
(4.56)
= Jf””

!$

k,,,, = ~R I n I /An\
pvAP

\ n /,,,,’

where we have, in the averaging process, replaced /3 by R/v and noted that the
integration is over I41 intervals of average length Zap/M. For Dhemachine now
under construction at Brookhaven (R = 421 ft, p = 280 ft, 7~= 360, M = 240,
v = 8.75) we obtain
& (Jp)nns = 4.O(A?1>,,,,,.
The atopband width is just this, while the shift in v is J,,/~T. The beat fact,or,
for v = 8.75, arises equally from t,he stopbands at lJi and IS,;, and is
G = ] +&k\

\ n /,,,,, .

Thus if t,he variation in 71from magnet to magnet were 1 percent (rms), we would,
on the average, expect v, and v, to differ from the design values by 0.02 unit,
have stopbands of widt’h 0.04 unit,, and have a beat factor of 1.04. Any particular
machine might, of course, be worse t’han this, though it would be unlikely to be
worse by more than a factor of 2.
(c) COUPLIA-GBETX\.E:ENHORIZOKTAL -ENDVERTICL~LOSCILLATIONS
Up to this point we have assumedthat horizontal and vertical deviations from
the equilibrium orbit could be treat,ed separately. This is the case when the
magnetic field possessesa “median plane”, i.e., a plane on which the field is
everywhere perpendicular t’o the plane. However, the field of an actual magnet
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will deviate slightly from t.his condition; consequently
the equilibrium orbit
need not be a plane curve, and the two types of oscillations may be coupled.
In this case it is convenient, to make use of bhe Hamiltonian formulation of the
equat,ions of motion. It is shown in the Appendix that t,he equations of motion,
with the arc length s along t,he equilibrium orbit. as the independent variable, r:m
he derived from a Hamiltonian
function
G(r, 2, pz > P:, s),

(4.57)

which is periodic in s. Here x and x are the components of the displacement from
bhe equilibrium orbit parallel and perpendicular to the oscillating plane, and p,
and pz are canonically conjugate momenta. The equations of motion are

(4.58)

where a prime, as usual, dcuotes differentiat#ion by s.
To obtain linear equations of motion we expand G as a power series in .L’, p, ,
z, pz and neglect all terms higher than the second order. Since R’ = x = 0 is the
equilibrium
orbit, there are no first-order
terms. Thus G is a homogeneous
quadratic function of x, p, , z, p, . Because of Maxn-ell’s equnt,ions it may be
written in the form
G = ,]~[&I?

+ I@

+ 2AIxx + (px - (22)’ + (p= + Qx)“].

(4.59)

In the particular case where the equilibrium orbit still lies in n plane, these coefficients have the following physical significance:

as in the uncoupled case; M/K2 is the slope of the surface on which t’he field has
zero radial component, and Q is proportional
to the longitudinal or solenoidal
component of the magnetic field on the equilibrium orbit. If t,he equilibrium orbit,
is uot, plane, these interpretations
must be modified slightly, but the Hamiltonian
st,ill has the form (4.59).
When G is a quadratic form, (regardless of whether it is of the particular form
(4.59), or not) the equations of motion (4.58) are linear and t’hercfore define a
linear canonical transformation
of (z, p, , 2, p, ) phase space at s = s1 into phase
can, of (wurse, be represented by a
space at s = s2 . Such A t,ransformation
(4 X 4) matrix M:
S(sz)

= M(S? 1Sl)S(Sl),

(4.60)
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stands for t.he vector

The Hamiltonian quadratic form G can also be represented
4 X 4 matrix: in vector notation
G = fi[X,

by a-symmetrical-

GX].

(4.61)

The equat.ions of motion (4.58) then become, in matrix notation,
X’ = SGX

(4.62)

where
O-10

It follows

1

00

0

0

I0

S=

0’

that, for any two solutions

0
0

(4.63)

-1

01

0,

X1 and X2

rl”, [X2, SX,] = [X2’, SX,l + [XL!,SSI’I = 0,

(4.64)

that, is, the bilinear form
[X2 , SX,] = .zkp,z - 2-2pz1+ %.1p,r - 2rp,1
is invariant. Therefore,
But, by (4.60),
[X2(&), SXl(&)]

this form has the same value at s = s1 and at s = sz .

= [NX,(Sl),

SMX,(s,)]
= [X,(s,)i%SMX,(s,)]

= [Xz(sJ,

SX,(sr)],

(4.65)

where a is the matrix obtained from M by transposing rows and columns. Since
this relation is satisfied for any two solutions X1 and Xz the matrix M must
satisfy
RSM
This relation

is due to Poincare

= S

(IO), who proved

(4.66)
it for the matrix

of partial

derivat,ives &ri(s~)/‘&rk(~~) for any canonical system, linear or not. Evidently, the
theorem holds for systems of any number k of dimensions, provided S is the
(21: X 31~) matrix obtained by writing

( )
0

-1

1

0

along the diagonal /< times, and zero elsewhere.
Matrices M satisfying (4.66) are said to be symplectic. From the symplectic
property of the transformation
matrix we deduce that for each eigenvalue X of
t,hc matrix M, its reciprocal must also be an eigenvalue. For if we take for X1
and X2 t,he eigensolutions S; and A’, of

corresponding

t(o the eigenx-alues Ai and XC , \ve have, from (4.65)
(X&I, - 1) [Xi(&),

S&(s,)]

= 0.

(1.67)

Given the eigenvector ,Yi , (4.67) must hold for all eigenveckors Sk . Hut. the
bilinear form [X; , SSa] cannot vanish for all eigenvectors Sk , since any set of
initial values is a linear combination of the four eigenvectors. Therefore at least
one of t’he eigenvalues is the reciprocal of Xi . Therefore, t#he eigenvalues may be
arranged in reciprocal pairs.
It, follows that the product of the eigenvalues, and t.herefore the determinant,
of the matrix M, is equal t,o unity (Liouville’s theorem). However, the symplectic
condition is-for
problems involving two or more degrees of freedom-a
much
stronger restriction than just the conservation of volume in phase space. Liouville’s theorem imposes just one constraint on t,he (2k)” elements of RI (where k
is the dimensionality
of t,he problem), while t’he xymplectic condition imposes
k(2k - 1) conskaints
(II). Thus Liouville’s theorem is equivalent t.o t.he symplectic condition only for one-dimension:tl systems.
Since M is real, t,he complex conjugat’e of an eigenvalue is also an eigenvalue.
We thus have the following possibilkies, assuming t,he eigenvalues to be dist8inct8
(Fig. 2) :
(a) All four eigenvalues lie on the unit, circle, forming two complex conjugate
and reciprocal pairs.
(b) One reciprocal pair is real, the others are complex and on the unit circle.
(c) Two real reciprocal pairs.
(d) One eigenvalue, say X1 , complex and not, on t,he unit circle; the other eigenvalues must then be X2 = l/X, X3 = X1*, X4 = liX1*.
The mot,ion is unstable if any eigenvalue is greater than 1 in absolute value.
2 Other

proofs

of this

fact have

been

given

1j.y Liiders

(fL),

Strlrrock

(IS),

rind Seiden

(14.
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a

b

IL
x2
.

0
C

AI

.

A,
.

A2
.

d

Fro. 2. Location
of eigenvalues
for two-dimensional
linear oscillations.
(a) Both modes
stable.
(b) One mode stable,
one mode unstable.
Cc) Both modes unstable
in absence
of
coupling.
(d) Instability
induced
by coupling.

Thus only situation (a) is stable. Cases (a), (b), and (c) correspond to t,he uncoupled casewith bot)h modesstable, one mode stable and one unstable, and both
modesunstable, respectively. Case (d) doesnot arise without coupling, and represents a type of instability that is generated only by the coupling.
We now ask: If t,he uncoupled motion is stable [case (a)], under what circumstances can t#hecoupling lead to instability?
We assumethat the coupling is weak. Then the matrix with coupling differs
only slightly from the unperturbed matrix, and t’he same is t’rue of the eigenvalues. We exclude t.he case where the uncoupled system is near a resonance of
the type we already know to be harmful, (V integral or half-integral, eigenvalues
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= + 1). Then N small change in the eigenvalues cannot lead to situation (b) 01
(c), and it can lead to (d) only if t’he eigenvalues for the uncoupled modes are
nearly equal, i.e., if, approximately,
cos pz = cos pz .
Equation

(1.68)

(1.68) means that. either
yz + vL = integer

(4.69)

= integer.

(4.70)

or
v.z -

vp

We shall now show that iustability of type (d) rannot arise in case (4.70), but
will in general arise in case (1.69)“.
We look for quadratic forms in the variables 5, p, , x, p, which are invariant
under the transformation
(4.60), analogous to TV [Eq. (3.21)] in the one-dimensional case. Such a quadratic form is given by a symmetrical
matrix U which
must satisfy
(X, US)

= (MX,

UMX)

= (S, $l:IUMX)

or
iQUM

= 1:

(4.71)

ITsing (4.66) we find that the matrix SI: must commute with M. Therefore,
symmetric solutions of (4.71) are,

the
(4.72)

t-r, = SMk - ws,

\vhere X; is any integer; in general t’here are no other solutions except linear cornbinations of t.he matrices UL. .
~\‘ow consider the uncoupled case, where
0

0

I

0

0

I
I;

A
M =

0

0

(4.73)

D
0 0
A and D are the matrices of form (2.23) for the x and z mot,ion, respectively.
In this case it is easily seen that
[.U, ULY] = 21V, sin
where IV, and TV2 are the invnriant,s

lipLt

(3.18).

+ 21Trz sin

lip2

.

(4.71)

The presence of coupling will add small terms to (4.74).
When cos pz # COYp3, the invariance of (4.74) for a11 k implies that, TV, and
IT’, must be separately invariant. The only effect of coupling is to produce a
slight change in the forms W, and TI’, . On t,he other hand, when cos pLr = cos pz ,
then either sin /ipL = sin Z/.L, for all k, [case (4.70)], or sin kpc, = -sin lipz [case
(4.69)]. Then t,he invariance (4.74) merely means t,hnt either

01

is invariant. In the former case, which corresponds to the di.ference v, - vy
being integral, the invariant is positive definite, since TY, and H’, are separately
positive definite. The addit,ion of small terms arising from the coupling does not
alter the positive definite character. Therefore, the motion is bounded, and we
have stability.
On the other hand, if v, + v2/is integral, the invariant is the difference betoveen
two positive definite quantities, and is t,herefore not definite. In that case, t,he
coupling may (and in general will) induce instability.
To demonstrat,e that, instability does indeed occur, and to estimate how strong
it is, we must compute t,he eigenvalues of the matrix M. We write 31 in the form

n1
=LAB1
C

where A, B, C, D are 2 X 2 matrices.
“symplectic
conjugat’e”, as in (3.44) :

D

(4.75)

’

For any 2 X 2 matrix

A we define its

and for a 4 X 4 matrix,
(4.77)
The symplectic
DetA

condition
+ DetB

(4.66) then leads to
= DetA

+ DetC

= DetD

+ D&C

= 1

(4.78)

and
A(? + Bn

= 0.

(4.79)

Since the eigenvalues of XI come in reciprocal
quantities

pairs, it suffices to find the two

2 cos /.ll = ill = hl + ;

(4.80)

1

and

2cospc(y =Az = A” +A.

(4.81)

These are, of course, the eigenvalues of the matrix

n4+ ~1-1= n2+ R =
These eigenvalues satisfy
h2 -

t’he chsracterist’ic

A+X
[

B+c-

C+B--~ D+D 1.

(4.8’2)

equation

A(A + ii + D + I?) + (a + A) (D + D) (B + C) (Fl + C) = 0,

(4.83)

the solut#ions of which are
2A = (Trh

+ TrD)

f

[(TrA

- TrD)”

+ I Det(B

+ c)]““.

(J.8-I)

If t.hc expression under t,he square root. sign is negat,ive, A will be complex,
and we are dealing with an instability of type (d), induced by the coupling. If
the coupling is weak, the matrices B and C will be small, and therefore 11 can be
complex only if TrA - TrD is nearly zero and at, t,he same time Det,(B + c) is
negative.
It follows in general from t.hc relation (1.79) that,, when TrA = TrD and t.he
unperturbed
motion is st,able (1 TrA 1 < 2), t’hen, regardless of the details of
the coupling, Det(B + c) is positive in the case of a difference resonance
(v, - v, = integer) and negat,ive in the case of a sum resonance (v, + v3 =
integer). To see t.his, we writ,e B and (? in t,he form
13 = ED, C? = - ;iE

(4.85)

where, from (-I.79),
E = BD/(DD).

(1.86)

Thus
Det (B + c) = Det (ED

- XIX).

It may now be verified that, if A and D have t,he same determinant
same trace, and if E is any matrix what,ever,

(4.87)
rind t,he

Det(D

- A) Det(ED

- ,?E) = Det [(D - A) (ED
= ?$(Tr[(D

- ,ri) (ED

- XE)]

- AE)])’

(4.88)

+ f;e [Det(h - A)] [Tr(ED

- AE)]“.

Sow, if the unperturbed problem is stable, Det(A - ;i) is positive, equal Do
-1 sin” p. Thus (4.88) is positive, and therefore Det(B + c) has the samesign as
Det,(D - A). But it is easily seen t,hat, when TrA = TrD,

which is positive at a difference resonance (sin pz = sin pz) and negat,ive at a
sum resonance (sin pLz= -sin p2).
We have thus proved that coupling will induce instability at a sum resonance
but not at a difference resonance. The proof is independent of the form of the
coupling; it holds whether the coupling is causedby twists of the magnets about
the beam axis or by longitudinal magnetic field. The proof is also independent of
perturbation theory; it holds just as long as the coupling is not strong enough to
alter t,he signs of Det(A - x) and Det(D - 8). In these respect.sour proof is
more general than the proofs given in refs. (12) and (14).
We now turn to a quantitative estimate of the strength of the instability. If a
short section of magnet of length ds at s is rotated through a small angle 8, the
effect, is that t#heoverall matrix at s must be multiplied by

ro 0 0 07
(4.90)

where I is the unit matrix and K, and K, are t#hefocusing functions at S. Thus
the perturbed matrix for the whole revolution is
0
0 Al2 0
0 A22 0
10
M = Ma + e ds 1 D12 o o
o >
LDz

0

0

where 6 = (KZ - KJO. This gives
A = Det(B + c) = A2D12(ti
= tLPz sin pee,
sin P,(C ds)‘.

0

1

d~)~

(1.91)

(4.92)

This is, of course, positive at a difference resonance (sin pz = sin PJ and negative
at a sum resonance (sin pz = -sin pi). Thus w-ehave an example of instability
arising at a sum resonance but not at a difference resonance.

Kow consider again a random distrihut8iou of t,ilt, angles in 121magnets comprising a machine.
The espectatiou value of Det.(B + c!) will he the sum of terms like (4.92) fol
all t,he magnets. We hare, t’hen,
- 1(jT2~”R’ .
(A) = 7
-- sd /#).

(1.93)

P”

Instability jvill arise if

(COBpt - cos /J

< -a

There is, therefore, a stopband of width
(4.94)
Its root. mean square width is, by (1.93)
(4.95)
lcor t.he Brookhaven parameters we obtain
@vLs = 16.0(e),,,,,

.

Thus, if the rms tilt, is lo-” radian, I\-e obtain an rms st’opband \vidth of 0.016
unit.
(Cl) NOKLISEAR

EFFECTS

The xtual equations of motion will contain nonlinear terms :LSwell. The detailed theory of t’he effect-sof nonlinearities is beyond the scope of this paper, but
the following facts are worth mentioning.
Konlinearities modify the behavior of the resonanceswe have just obtained
from t.he linear t,heory. The shift of the equilibrium orbit,, which is infinite according to Eq. (4.7) when v is integral, bwomes finite, and the unstitblc oscillntion arising when v is half-integral or when v, + v; is int’egral also becomes
limited iu :mlplit,ude. Both these effects arise because the nonlinearity causesthe
frequency v to vary with amplitude; thus as the amplitude increases the frcqucncies change, and the resonant condition ceasesto apply.
( )II the other hand, nonlinearities can also cause instability in situ:tt,ions which
would he stable in the linear theory. Specifically, inst8nbility can arise if
uv, + hv, = iuteger
with a nnd b integral (1.5). However, it has been shown by Moser (16) and
Sturrock (17) t,hat, these inst,ahilibies will arise only if a and b are of t,he swne

sign, or if a or 6 is zero (analogous to the result in linear coupling resonance).
F’mthermore, if (1 + 6 2 ;5 the motion is generally stable even at resonance,
because the detuning effect’s of the nonlinearity
dominate the resonance
effects. For a + 6 = 3, the syst’em is generally unstable, while for a + 6 = 4,
the system may he stable or unstable depending on the relative magnitudes of
certain coefficients; detailed calculat~ions show t#hat it, is more likely to he stable
than mlstable for practica.1 machine designs. To summarize the effects of imperfections:
v, or vi = integer
imperfections will generally
in the linear approximation).

cause a large shift in the equilibrium
If

2v, or 2vZ or
oscillations about, the equilibrium
produce further instabilities if
3 vz or

2vZ+v,

vz

+ vZ = integer,

orbit’ are in general unstable.
01

orbit (infinite

v, + 2v,

or

Nonlinearit,ies

3v, = integer

and may also do so if
4v,

or

3v, + vz or

2(v, +

The values of v, and v; at’ which
matically shown in Fig. 3.

v?)

or

V,

+ 3v,

or

4v, = integer.

resonances may lead to instability

are sche-

5. PHASE STABILITY
The synchrotron
(18, 19) is made possible by Dhe phase stability of the acceleration, i.e., by the fact that a particle which arrives at the accelerating gap
at a phase of the accelerating field different from the equilibrium phase experiences a phase acceleration or “phase restoring force” toward the equilibrium
phase, provided the phase displacement and the momentum deviation of t.he
particle are not too great.
Phase stability arises from the fact that the period of revolution of a particle
wit,h more (or less) than the synchronous momentum differs from that of the
particle with the synchronous momentum. In the conventional synchrotron
we
have
At/t = (AC/C)

- (AU/~!) = [(l - n)-’

- (Mc’/E)‘](Ap/p),

(5.1)

where At is the change in the period t of revolution, AC is the change in the orbit
circumference C, and ALI is the change in the velocity z!, associated with a change
Ap in the momentum p.
In the alternating gradient synchrotron
the relation between orbit circum-
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QUADRATIC
CUBIC

RESONANCES
LINEAR

( 0 OR b = I)

RESONANCES
RESONANCES

RESONANCES

Frc;. 3. \‘:dues of U, :~nd Yext which ronstructiond

(a + b m 2)
(a+

b =3 1

(a + b = 4 1

errors 1x1~ induce instability.

fereme and momentum is altered, so that t,he term (1 - n)-’ in (5.1) must bv
replaced by ;t different quantity, depending on t,he field configuration. We shall
see that this qu:tnt~it8y, the “moment~um vompnction coefficients”,
AC/C
a=Apllp
is small compared to unity
Then (5.1) is replaced hy

in synchrotron. L: with

(3.2)
strong

alternnt,ing

gradients.

(5.3)
where
I$, zz JIc2y
may he called the “kmsition

energy”,

and ISOis the rest energy

(5.4)

The coefficient 17 of Ap/p in (5.3) is negative for enrrgiw lesv t,h:tn & and
changes sign as t,he particle is accelerated through 11:1. As pointed out in (‘LS,
this means t,hnt, at this point the equilibrium phase angle shifts from the rising
t’o the falling side of the voltage curve. To retain an accelerated beam beyond
this energy it mill he necessary to shift the phase of the applied radiofrequency
voltage by the appropriat#e amount at, the proper time.
The equation of phase oscillation may be oht,ained from t.he two equations
(3, 6, 20)
d AI<
ev
(-)
= g (sin q5 - sin &)
(5.5a)
& us

&
-dt

T&I, A.9
AP
w = $w~ p = p” I?: ,

(5.5b)

where the applied voltage is
V sin

[I

1

VlLd, + cd dt )

w, is the angular velocity of t.he particle, h the harmonic order (i.e., the applied
frequency is designed to be h times the particle frequency), and w1the frequent*y
error, i.e., bhe difference betnreeu the nct,ual applied frequency and its ideal value
hw, .
Combining t,he two Eqs. (5.5) we find

(5.6)
where wo = wJ/j is the circular frequency of a p:&icle with velocity c. In the
absenceof frequency errors Eq. (5.6) leads to stable small oscillations about that
phase at which sin $ = sin $0 and 7 cos #Jo< 0, while t,he ot’her phase at which
sin + = sin 40 is a position of unstable equilibrium.
Just as in the case of the convent,ionul synchrot,ron, t,he phase oscillations are
st,able for the range of phases from x - 4. to t,hnt. phase & for which
cos 42 + 4%sin 42 = -cos do + (A - C#W)
sin 4. .

(5.7)

The amplitude of the associated radial oscillabions may be obtained by using
(5.2) and (5.5b). The nmplit,ude of oscillations reaching t,o the limits of phase
&ability is

(5.8)
This differs from the expression for t,he conventional synchrot.ron in that it,
cont.:tins t,he factor
a/I 77jl/”
(5.9)
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instead of
[(l - 71) (1 - (1 - n)&“2/E’)]P”‘.

(5.10)

For nonrelativistic* energies, 7 E 1, and (5.9) is very small compared to (3.10).
Therefore the radial amplitude of synchrotron
oscillations is greatly reduced in
:tlternxbing gradient synchrot.rons
as compared to conventional synchrotrons.
In fact, this reduction is so great that, for reasonable designs, the radial synvhrotron oscillation amplitude is less than the het’atron oscillation amplitude. This
fact reduces t)he horizontal aperture requirement to the point, where it, is not
much greater than the vertical requiremen-in
contrast, to large conventional
synchrotrons
such as the Cosmotron at Brookhaven,
which require horizontal
apertures about five times their vert’icnl apertures.
The small vnlue of CI does, however, introduce a complicxt~ion. If the transition
energy 13, = .F,,/cY”“ lies between the initial and final energies, 11changes sign as
t,he transition energy is passed, and the position of st,ahle equilibrium jumps front
p,, (lying between 0 and ~/;a) to ?r - 4” = 41 .
CIan the particles which were oscillating &out $0 before the transition he made
t,o oscillate stably about 41 afterwards?
Consider Eq. (.5X) before the transition and for small devi:tt,ions in phase from
$0 . The eyuatJion becomes

As long as TJvaries slowly
form

t,he solut’ion is closely approximated

by the :tdiah:&ct

where
f2 = (- 7)heV cos +“.!2d)‘~‘w,,

(5.13)

is the circular frequency of synchrotron
oscillations, and 6 and -4 are const:mt8s.
Thus t,he amplitude of phase oscillations damps down to zero as - 1 approaches
zero. The concomitant radial oscillations are given, according to (3.5), by

(5.14)
so that t,heir amplitude appears to become infinite as TJ-+ 0. X~tually this form
or the adiabatic approximation
is, of course, not valid when 11approaches zero.
B better procedure is to approsimate T/E hy a linear function of f in t,hnt region;
this leads to

with S = J fi dt; Jzia and Nzi, are Bessel and Xeu~nann functions of order :Li,
and a and b are constants. For large values of S this is ident,icnl with (5.12); for
X 4 0 (5.15) approaches

while the radial amplitude
Ar
-

r

approaches
‘J3’“(31’Ya

+

-

b)a

(5.17)

p”r(F,j)k’

with
k’=

2filcV

sil< & ““’
.
hrE? cos $10)

(5.18)

It is assumedhere t,hxt the transition energy & is relativistic.
The interesting quantities are the ratios of initial amplitudes to the amplitudes
at transition. These are, for the phase oscillations,
(5.19)
and for the radial oscillations

(5.20)
n’umerically, for t,he parameters for t,he SO-Bev Brookhaven accelerator (injection at 50 Mev, El z 9 NC’, eV = 190 kev, sin #Jo= pi, h = la), me find
(4 - +Jl = 0 1();j
(4-4O)i
*

(AP/‘P)~ = o 4.,
(Ap,‘p)i
’ -’

Thus at the transition energy the particles are very sharply bunched in phase;
their momentum spread is fairly large but still relatively smaller than at injection, at, least in this numerical example.
This sharp bunching makes it possible to reestablish phase stability beyond El
by shifting the phase of the applied rf at the time of transition. To seehow t’his
is possible we multiply (5.6) by q2:
4 f$

(4 - WI) + h%241 LEG - ~1) - ‘$

(sin 9 - sin c#J~)
= 0.

(5.21)

When 9 is small t,he only important term is the first. Then the phase of the particles can be shifted by simply shifting the phase of the rf by C$~- & , i.e., by
introducing a perturbation 01 in the applied frequency for a time (& - &)/wl .

The time during which this has t,o be done is not) very critical, since the time
constant for phase changes, i.e., the synchrotron
oscillation period, is quite long.
The second and third t,erms of (5.21) will he small compared to the first as long
as
IfNil

(5.22i

< 1,

which is the case when

For our pammeters this coltdition is j E - E1 j < 124 hfcv, which is satisfied
during approximately
7 milliseconds.
This agrees with an expression found by Goldin and Kosknrev (al).
The quantity LYwhich determines t,he transition energy is found as follows:
14’hen t(he particle has momentum p + Ap, we have
rl’.c
(~~ + (1;. n) .c = f $I).
c
P-

(5.24)

This is an inhomogeneous Hill’s equation of the form studied in tic&ion
solve it by t,he method of Fourier c~omponents used t,here: If

4:~. We

(225)
t,hen the displaced equilibrium

orbit is

(5.26)
and, of course,
(5.27)
The difference in length between t,his orbit and the original orbit x

0

is

(5.28)

where we use 4 = s r&/v/3 as the variable of integration.
we find

I‘sing

(5.25) and (5.2ci),

(5.29)

In
most accelerator designs, the dominant term in (S.25) and, therefore, in
(5.30), is the one wit’h k = 0. If the magnet is composed of sectors in all of which
the radius of curvature p is t.he same, separated by straight sections, we have
approximat.ely

(R/u3)“l’,

(2 1)

where me have replaced p by its average value R/v.
This leads to

and‘ therefore,
I:; = vr*:, .
If the number of periods of the orbit is N, the only t,erms wit,h X. z 0 in (5.50)
will be those with k = +N, +=2X, etc. Since v will generally he less than N, all
the terms with k > 0 will then be negat,ive. This fact’ has enabled Vladimir&ii
and Tarasor (22) t,o propose an accelerator design in which (Y is zero or negative,
t,hus eliminat,ing t,he tram&ion energy. This is done by inserting K “compensating magnets” with reversed fields but the same gradients as would be called for
in a design wit,hout compensating magnets. If v is slightly less than K, the term
I< = +K in (5.30) is large and negat’ive, and can he made to cancel t,he leading
term Ii = 0.
APl’EiYl)LS

A: ISSISTESCE

OF KQtJILIBRItJM

()RBITS

Consider a magnetic field R in space. A particle of momentum p and elect,ric
charge P moving in t’his field will move along a path whose curvature vector is
K=-,

eB x a
PC

where (Yis the unit, vector in the direction of motion. If a closed curve satisfies
(Al) throughout its length it is a possible equilibrium orbit for a particle of
momentum p; conversely any equilibrium orbit must satisfy (Al).
We shall now show that a curve which enclosesthe maximum flux as compared
t,o neighboring curves of the same circumference satisfies (Al) for a suitable
momentum, and is therefore a possible equilibrium orbit. Consider an arbitrary

closed curve of circumference c’. Let s be the arc length measured
curve, and let its location be given by

along this

r = rl(s).

(al’)

;iny other curare near t#he given one may be described by the equation
r = rds)

= rl(s)

+ x(s),

where s is st,ill the lengt,h of the first curve, and x(s) is a vector perpendicular
the first curve. The circumference of the curve (.23) is

(A3)
to

n-here K(S) is the curvature vector of the first’ curve at s. If the second curve is
reskicted to be a curve of t)he same lengt,h as t,he first,
c*
o X.KdS = 0.
(A5)
.I’
l3ut the flux enclosed bekveen t.he two curves is
c
A@ = ic Bea X xds =
x.B x (Y ds.
s0
"0

(X6)

If the original curve is an equilibrium orbit,, (Al) holds, and therefore (A(i)
vanishes whenever (,45) does; hence the flux is stationary. Conversely, if the flux
is stationary,
(-46) must vanish whenever x(s) is chosen so that (A5) vanishes;
therefore a relation of the form (hl) must hold, and the curve is a possible
equilibrium orbit. But, a curve of given lengt#h enclosing maximum flux for all
curves of that length will surely exist if the field strength is bounded. Hence
equilibrium orbits exist.
The maximum-flux
orbits thus constructed will, in many cases, pass t,hrough
the currents and iron which produce the magnetic field. The usable orbits will,
it1 general, enclose an amount of flux that, is stnt,ionsry hut not m:rxim:tl. The
existence of such orbits cannot necessarily he proved in t,he general case. However, in t#he special case of a field with mirror symmetry
an equilibrium orbit
n~ay be found by constraining the orbit, t,o lie in the plane of symmetry. The curve
of given length enclosing maximum flux subject to this constraint will he an
equilibrium orbit,, and will not, intersect the iron or currents if these lie outside
t’he plane of symmetry.
This result appears t’o he in cont,radiction to the result, found in Se&on -&a,
where we saw that when the oscillation frequency v is integral small imperfect,ions of the magnet’ic field led t,o infinite displacements of the equilibrium orbit.
However, t,hat result was based on t,he linear approximat.ion to the equa,tions of

mobion; in an actual magnetic field t,he equations of motion are never exactl?
linear, and the actual displacement of t,he equilibrium orbit’ is always finit’e
(t,hough comparatively
large when v is integral).
APPENDIX

B : HAMII,T(

)SIA?;

FORMUI,ATI(

)N OF THE

l~CQL:ATIc

,h’S

OF MOTIOS

We suppose that the motion of the particle t’akes place in the vicinity of a given
curve in space--which
may or may not be an equilibrium orbit as defined in
Appendix A.
We introduce a special curvilinear system of coordinates in the vicinity of t,his
reference curve. Let the reference curve be given b.y
r = ds),

W)

where s is the arc length measured along t,he curve from some fixed initial point,.
Then

dr0 Cd
(Y(s) = ~
ds
is the unit vector tangent, t,o the curve at s, and

K(S) = -d%

= -n(S)@(S)

is the curvature vector; Q(s) is the numerical value of t’he curvature and p(s) is
a unit vector. The plane cont’aining the point TO(s) and parallel to (Y and Q is
called the osculating plane; its unit normal is
Y(S)

Since Q, @, and y are unit8 vectors,

=

4s)

e(s).

(W

it is easily seen t#hat

e’ = QbMs)
Y’

x

+

4S>Y(SL

(B5)

= -4sMsL

where a prime denotes differentiaGon
with respect to s, and where w(s) is a,
quantity known as the torsion of the curve-for
a plane curve, W(S) vanishes
identically.
We now define the position of any point in space not too far from the reference
curve by
r(s, x, 2) = h(s)

+ x@(s) +

ZY(S),

033

where s, z, x form a system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinat’es. (BG) is unique
for points whose distance from the reference curve is less than the radius of
curvature p = l/O.
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AND

SNYDER

To express the equations of motion in Hamiltonian
form in terms of these
coordinates, we must find the momenta canonically conjugate to s, 2, z. This is
done by performing a contact transformation
produced by the generating funcldon (23)
Wpx , PY , PZ ; s, 2, 2) = p.b-ds)

+ Q(s)

+

ZY(S)I,

WI

where px , p, , pz are t,he components of the linear momentum p in t.he Cartesian
(X YZ) coordinat,e system. We obtain t.he canonical moment.a
p,? = $

= p. [(I + Lk)a + w(.ry

-

@I,

: = P.6,
dF
p* = z = P’Y.

(W

pz = g

The quations

of mot,ion are derived from the Hamiltonian
H = rT’ + c[&cB + (p - CJA)‘]‘~,

\vhere 1’ and A are the scalar and vector potentials
l[n terms of the new variables this equals

of the electromagnetic

wu
field.

where 21, , =I, and ilz are obtained by inserting the vector A in (B8) instead of p.
Xote that ;1, and p, are lwt t,he components of the vect,ors in t~he tangential
direction.
The Hamiltonian ecluations of mot,ion are
,$ = -,aH
dp,

aH
.
p, = - z-,

aH
i = G’

aH
Px = -z-7

(B11)

Csillg the first of t,hese equations, we can change t,o s as t,he independent, xwiable

47
instead of the time f. The equations transform to

2' = -2ap.
ap, '

ma

H' = map,
at ’

t' Ah

dH’

where primes denote differentiation wit,h respect t.o S, and where p, is expressed
as a function of .r, p, , 2, p, , H, t, s, obtained by solving (BlO).
Equations (B12) are again in Hamiltonian form, with the new Hamiltonian
function
G = -p,

(B13)

and the pairs of canonically conjugate variables
5, pz ;

6 P, ;

f, -H.

W-l-1

In the particular case where the potentials V and A are independent of t.ime,
the new Hamiltonian G is also time-independent, and therefore t is an ignorable
coordinat.e in t,he syst,em (Bl2). In t,his case the transformat.ion just performed
reduces the number of degreesof freedom of the problem from three to two, but
at the cost of having the new Hamiltonian dependent on the independent variable
S. This procedure is important, in classical dynamics (24, z%). Because of the
geomet,rical significance of the variable s, the dependence of the new Hamiltonian
G on s is periodic.
The linearized equations of mot’ion are obtained by expanding G as a power
. : m x, p, , z, p, and retaining only terms up to the second order. We consider
series
a static magnetic field, so that I ’ = 0 and A is independent of time. We may
choose a gauge such t’hat the power series expansions of the components of A
are in the form
d, =ax+bx+c~~+dxz+e~~+
11, = -fi

+ . .. )

...,
(B15)

A z = j-x + . . . .
Terms of higher order than those given in (B15) do not appear in the expansion
of G up to second order. The coefficients a, b, c, d, e, f are periodic functions of s.
The only one of Maxwell’s equations which imposes a restriction on the coefficients up to this order is
(V X B)g = (V X V x A), = 0,

u316)

which leads to
2(c

+

f)

=

L?a +

(Rli)

hf.

If the reference curve is taken t)o he an equilibrium
momentum p, we have
11= 0.
a, = -9p:;‘e.

orbit

of :t pnrticle

of

(R18.J

In this case, by auhstituting (H15) in (RIO) and (BU), we oht:k n H:unilt~oni:tn
G of the form (4..59), and t,he homogeneow equations of mot.ion used in Swtions
2 t.0 4.
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